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War Agenda

I stated some months ago, while assembling a criminal dossier against the NATO powers for
the ultimate war crime of aggression, that the build-up of NATO forces in Eastern Europe,
particularly American, concentrated on the Baltic states and Ukraine, presaged hybrid war
operations against Russia leading to a general war. This build up of forces and ancillary
developments I termed Operation Barbarossa II in light of the remarkable similarities to the
build up of forces by Nazi Germany for the invasion of the USSR in 1941 which the Germans
code-named Operation Barbarossa. Events have only confirmed my views.

The degradation of  American democracy continues before our  eyes with the incessant
hysterical allegations against Russia generally and the manipulation of Donald Trump as a
device  to  put  out  even  more  sensational  allegations,  a  campaign  which  serves  two
purposes;  the  first,  to  build  up  anti-Russian  feeling  in  the  west  to  war  levels  by  accusing
Russia  of  cyber  attacks  and attacks  on “democracy,”  the  second to  either  justify  the
removal of Trump as a factor in the presidency or to force him to toe the line of the war
faction and drop any conciliatory rhetoric towards Russia.

It appears that this strategy is working. At his recent press conference Trump not only
adopted the “Russia did it” theme but went further and stated that if people thought Hilary
Clinton was going to be tough on Russia, they would soon see that he will be tougher than
she ever could be. The hopes by some in the United States that Trump was going to open a
new policy of dialogue with Russia have been completely shattered. But this should have
been no surprise with his immediate insult to China the day after his election and with his
cabinet choices and their various testimonies before Congress the past days, as they are
vetted for their posts, that show his administration will use war to dominate the world just
as enthusiastically as the outgoing administration.

Trump has said that it is better to have good relations with Russia and that only fools would
reject that idea. But this statement is part of the general line that if Russia does not do what
the US dictates then,  of  course,  force will  be used instead.  On the PBS Newshour on
Thursday July  12 a  “former”  senior  CIA  officer,  when asked whether  Trump had a  point  in
wanting good relations with Russia, laughed and said, “The United States should not look for
good relations with any country. We should strive for one thing only, the advancement of
American national interests, and if diplomacy does not work then coercion must be used.”
This is the talk of gangsters.

The world is fatigued with the circus that is the struggle for power taking place between the
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ruling  factions  in  the  United  States.  There  is  clearly  little  to  separate  these  factions
ideologically regarding foreign policy and very little regarding domestic policy. It’s just a
gang war.

The use of lurid allegations against Trump to portray him as not only a willing dupe of Russia
but also a target of blackmail, which allegations appear to originate with a “former” senior
MI6 agent named Christopher Steele, smacks of the MI5 and MI6 plot to bring down British
Prime  Minister  Harold  Wilson  in  the  1970s,  as  they  had  brought  down  the  Labour
government in 1924 with the production and distribution in the press of a forged letter from
Zinoviev to the British Communist Party calling for a mass insurrection in Britain. In Wilson’s
case too, forged documents were put out by MI5 and MI6 with the help of the CIA, through a
compliant media, to smear him as a Russian agent and he later stated that he knew of two
planned military coups against him. John Kennedy was assassinated in the coup d’état of
1963 in a poisonous atmosphere generated by allegations he was “soft on communism,”
that is, once again, the Russians.

Frankly, whether Trump is ousted in a coup, or by impeachment later, as the Washington
Post suggested could happen, or is allowed to stay in office as a compliant front man as the
other presidents have been since Kennedy was murdered, matters not; the result is the
same, the continuation of a permanent war regime in the United States, that lives for, by
and  through  a  permanent  state  of  war.  The  American  people  were  brainwashed  into
tolerating and accepting the coup of 1963 and it would hardly be surprising if another one is
carried out and tolerated when intelligence agencies,  political  enemies,  the media and
Hollywood celebrities are openly calling for a coup to be staged. Democracy? The vote? Who
cares? Civil unrest? A price to pay. The result is that the preparations for war continue, and
are  amplified by  the  Trump election,  which  the  intelligence services  are  using  to  intensify
the propaganda attack on Russia and President Putin.

Meanwhile,  as  the  media  and  Obama regime keep  the  people  off-balance  with  the  Trump
scandal  US  military  forces  continue  their  deployments  against  Russia  and  China.  The
machine is in motion. In Europe the Americans have just added to the pressure on Russia
with the placement of the 3rd Armoured Brigade in Poland, right on Russia’s doorstep, which
Russia rightly considers a threat to its security. This is a unit that was involved as an assault
force in the Normandy landings in 1944 and was used to invade Iraq in 2003. The unit is
noted for its speed of attack. These forces will fan out from Poland to cover a wide front
from Estonia and Latvia to Romania with tank, artillery and armoured mobile infantry units.
These are not garrison or occupation troops, these are assault troops.

US Army General Scaparrotti, commander of US forces in Europe and NATO supreme allied
commander in Europe, stated that the movement of this force to Poland “marks a significant
moment in European deterrence and defence.” He stated,

“The European infrastructure and integrated support has enabled our forces to
rapidly be ready and postured should they need to deter Russian aggression.”

Since there is no Russian “aggression” and since the Americans are continually stating that
they expect Russia to engage in hybrid, that is unconventional warfare against Eastern
Europe, we can be sure that these forces themselves and their specialised units will engage
in false flag attacks and provocations to make it look like Russia is taking hostile action to
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justify the use against Russia of these and allied European forces. It is just a matter of time
unless a diplomatic breakthrough occurs which appears highly unlikely, despite Russia’s
diligent efforts.

At  the same time it  was reported on Friday the 13th that  Trump’s  appointed foreign
minister. Mr. Tillerson stated to Congress on the 11th of January, that the US should deny
Beijing access to its islands in the South China Sea. China state media responded that any
such attempt would lead to large-scale war. Yet, on January 5th, just a few days before
Tillerson’s statement the Pentagon announced that “ships and units from the USS Carrier
Carl  Vinson  strike  group  will  soon  depart  San  Diego  for  the  western  Pacific”  where  US
strategic B1 and B2 bombers have already been deployed on Guam, capable of carrying
nuclear armed cruise missiles.

And lastly, on the propaganda front, the recent illegal seizure of investigatory material by
Dutch police from Dutch journalists returning from Donetsk once again adds to the evidence
that the shoot down of Malaysian Airlines Flight MH17 with 298 people on board in July 2014
was an action of the Kiev regime with US knowledge. I recently stated in an essay on that
subject that it was a Kiev military jet that shot down the airliner, and referred to a Sukhoi 25
being used but I since been shown evidence that it was in fact a Kiev Mig-29 that was used.
In any event, the NATO powers have colluded in covering up this fact in order to keep up
their propaganda the Russia was behind it.

The situation is grave and the doomsday clock must be knocking on the door of midnight.
Many of us have called for the anti-war and peace movements to mobilise but they are
nowhere to be seen. Many of them, especially in the United States have been co-opted into
supporting these wars, and the left, that is supposed to be against imperialist wars, whether
the hard or the soft left, appears to be too weak to make itself felt. It seems there are too
few of us in the west any more who give a damn.

But we better act now and make people give a damn or else it will be too late because as
my friend, Harold Pinter, so well put it to me once at dinner in London, the world is faced
with a people in love with themselves who don’t seem to care about anything or anybody
except themselves and think they can commit any crime and get away with it.  I  can’t
express the disgust so well as Harold did in a poem he once sent me that he found difficult
to get published, one of several, but which is now in a short collection of his poems called
War. Perhaps if there were more like him, more poems like this, read widely enough, more
voices  speaking  out,  people  would  react,  wake  up,  stiffen  up,  get  back  their  sense  of
decency and backbone. I don’t know. But I offer it to you here in the hope, perhaps naïve,
that it has an effect.

God Bless America

Here they go again,

The Yanks in their armoured parade…

Christopher Black is an international criminal lawyer based in Toronto. He is known for a
number  of  high-profile  war  crimes  cases  and  recently  published  his  novel  “Beneath  the
Clouds. He writes essays on international law, politics and world events, especially for the
online magazine “New Eastern Outlook.”
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